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Summary Information

Repository: Memorial Art Gallery
Title: Fritz Trautmann materials
ID: Trautmann
Date [inclusive]: unknown, before 1971
Physical Description: 2 boxes, 16 volumes and realia Item(s) total
Physical Description: 2 Box Medium Box 25: mostly photographic, one woodcut of Fritz Trautmann by Norman Kent. Medium Box 26: mostly photographic
Physical Description: 16 Volumes Notes and newspaper clippings in categories created by Fritz Trautmann v.1 Index to the Notebooks & Bibliography v.2 Abstraction-Breadth v.3 Category-Consistency v.4 Context-Culture v.5 Dealer-Extremism v.6 Fad-Humor v.7 Idea-Knowledge v.8 Law-Originality v.9 Palette-Purity v.10 Readiness-Sensuality v.11 Sentiment-Teaching v.12 Technique-World-Order v.13 Commentary, First Person Singular (autobiographical) v.14 Mostly Autobiographical, Self v.15 Involution, Evolution, Structure, Symmetry, Vision, Pattern, Spectrum, Men Who have Contributed (Directly or Indirectly) To My Ideas About Color, Color Character, Form, Palette, Evolution of Vision v.16 Pictures of Individuals
Physical Description: 3 Item(s) total 2 boards with color diagrams; Fritz Trautmann's handmade device for color mixing with color circles
Language of the Material: English
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